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1. COMPRESSED SENSING IN HIGH NOISE

We propose a new energy-based ([1]) online learning approach
to the problem of extracting small features from high dimen-
sional, noisy datasets. We demonstrate the power of this new
technique by applying it to the Detection of cellular nucleiin
large hyperspectral images. Thus, we prove that only a min-
imum number of random,wideband measurements is neces-
sary to achieve efficient feature extraction of nuclei from the
highly structured background. The technology we introduce
in our work rests on known results inCompressed Sensing
(CS, [2]), a field of study dealing with the task of economi-
cally recording information about signals, viewed as elements
of a high dimensional vector spaceV ≃ R

N , N >> 1.
More precisely, CS is a framework developed to allow the
reconstruction of discrete signals from few projections onto
appropriate Vector Spaces. When attempting to solve a De-
tection/Estimation problem for aK-sparse1 set inV ≃ R

N ,
where measurments are taken place, we will needM such
projections, where:

M = C · K · log

(

N

K

)

(1)

The penalty for this reduction in sampling density is the
non-linearity of the reconstruction algorithms needed. In fact,
if Y = {y1, . . . , yM} denotes our measurements, obtained by
applying the projectionΦ to the data, condition (1) guarantees
perfect recovery of the features with high probability. The
solutions is defined as:

s = argmin (‖ŝ‖1) s.t. Φ (ŝ) = Y (2)

We also propose a new, iterative method for equation (2),
designed to reject very high levels of distortion. These are

1This simply means that there will be a suitable basisΦ = {φk} in
which anys ∈ Σ can be written as a linear combination on no more thanK

of its vectors. This is a condition verified by a plethora of objects of interest
occurring in natural images

often present in real biomedical imaging data.2

In the work summarized here, we have fully explored the
robustness of CS reconstruction algorithms and developed a
technique capable of dealing with a mixed distribution of Gaus-
sian noise and Non-Gaussian clutter based on adaptive, online
learning algorithms.

2. LOCAL MAHALANOBIS METRICS

In our model, a representativeR =
∑K

k=1
akφk of the fea-

tures we are interested in detecting is embedded in a mixture
of noise and background objects:

R′ = Φ (R) + N + I (4)

WhereΦ represents the measurement matrix,N the wide-
band (e.g. Gaussian) component of noise andI represents
a combination of narrowband, sparse interferences affecting
the samples as well as background objects, or other objects
present in the images. Now, since each of the multi-spectral
images in the setD = {Dj} needs to contain information
about all wavelengths of interest, complex signal processing
tasks make the classifier unpractical.

A simple strategy can be used to get around this obsta-
cle. Namely, projecting each imageD on an appropriate low
dimensional space. We generate arandomized datasetD̃ =
{D̃j} by acquiring each image withM random, wideband
waveforms{w1, . . . , wM}, as in (1). This procedure achieves
an almostlossless compression of the original information
content ([4]). In the new, compressed data we construct a
classifying map by utilizing a paradigm similar to the one

2A similar result fact has been successfully demonstrated byCandes and
Tao in their work on error correction [3] There, the problem was formulated
in terms of recovering a binary code-word after it had been encoded by a
sparsifying transformation X and distorted by the interference active within
a noisy, non-linear transmission channel. The decoder theysolves the L1
minimization problem, by looking for the code-wordw0 such that:

w0 = argminw

`

‖y′ − X · w‖1
´

(3)

WhereX is aknown reconstruction matrix, chosen randomly among those
verifying some characteristic properties and y the received signal, distorted
by a set of statistically defined deletions.



presented in [5]. We note here, that the basic dimensional-
ity reduction stepΦ : R

N → R
M is theoretically motivated

by (1).
The parameters of the classifier∆ : R

N → R, used for
detecting the nuclei are adjusted via online gradient learning
from training data. The mapping∆ can be described mathe-
matically as apseudo-metric and is is defined as a one-layer,
non-linear filterbank. In particular we write

∆(Di) =
∑

α

wασα (φα (Di)) , (5)

where each component mapφα is given by a the weighted
version of a Local Mahalanobis Distance (LMD) generated
by a small set of training points3, weighted by scalarswα

and passed through sigmoid functionsσα.
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Fig. 1. Detail of the result of the nuclei extraction from one of
the compressed wavelengthswk. The ImageD̃ contains both,
local distortions as well as global features coming from other
elements of the scene
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Fig. 2. Detail of the result of the nuclei extraction after pro-
cessing with the Compressed Mahalanobis mapping∆.
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